
Meet Level Touch, the smallest, most capable lock ever. 
Level Touch brings all-new capabilities with none of the compromise. Elevate your sacred space 

with a refined smart lock that makes technology invisible.  MSRP $329.

App
Control your lock securely via the
Level Home app. 

Cards
Use programmable key cards for phone-
free access.

Touch
Unlock or lock with the touch of a 
finger.

Auto-Lock
Lock your door automatically after a 
selected delay. 

Auto-Unlock
Unlock your door automatically when you 
enter your home boundary. 

Sharing
Give access to friends, family, and 
people you trust, from wherever. 

Installing Level Touch is straightforward and only requires a screwdriver.

Now available from Top Notch Distributors. Contact your sales representative to learn more. 

1 (800) 233-4210      www.topnotchinc.com



Power, Meet Efficiency

Level Touch uses a patent-pending, 6-stage, stainless 
steel gearbox that’s both powerful enough for the 
toughest conditions and efficient enough to deliver a 
years worth of battery life.  A single easily replaceable 
CR2 battery is thoughtfully hidden in the retractable bolt. 

Strength You Can Feel

Level Touch is built with a unique combination of 440C 
stainless steel and strengthened metal alloys. Certified 
BHMA AAA to meet the highest industry standards for 
security and durability. 

Say Goodbye To Bulky

We built upon our patented Bolt platform and found a 
way to pack even more technology into an impossibly 
small package. The result? In the same footprint of a 
traditional lock, you can now have the convenience of 
the most sophisticated lock ever made.

Door requirements: American standard deadbolt

Backset: 2 3/8” (60mm) and 2 3/4” (70mm)

Borehole: 2 1/8” diameter

Power: 1 CR2 Battery rated

Battery Life: 1 year

Audio: Chimes

Wireless: Bluetooth, NFC

Operating Temperature: -20 to 60 C

Certification: BHMA AAA

Languages: English

Warranty: 2 year limited

Requirements: iOS or Android device

Remote Connectivity: HomeKit Hub

Finishes: Satin Nickel and Satin Chrome. Polished Brass 
and Matte Black coming early 2021.


